
closure to general first-order reasoning, that could lift th

efficiency achieved by state-of-the-art ATP systems. In large verification projects, having

In this chapter we briefly survey some of the mechanisms avail

use with examples. We specifically discuss: (a) automated th
(polymorphic many-sorted) first-order logic, and (b) SMT (satisfiability-modulo-theories)



sentences (presumably defining a function symbol

, which provides a more flexible interface to ATPs, and to

, is a map that specifies values



are given below, first from sentential and then
from full first-order logic:

An error will also occur if the first argument is not a sentence



definition of



(Recall that when no justification items are specified for a gi



those premises which do not appear to be sufficiently

first

emises into vanilla first-order

(conjunctive normal form), and finally the ATP specified in th

be specified in , which specifies the maximum number of seconds that
Athena will wait for the ATP to find a proof. The default is 100 s



described here. The infix
quantifiers may appear in the

that are not legal first-order sentences in the conventional

conventional first-order logic:



Before moving on to full first-order logic examples, we note t

all is good and fine. (Though
se the time limit signifi-



We close with a couple of first-order logic examples taken fro
“seventy-five problems for testing automatic theorem prove ]. We first introduce the



The most competitive extant ATPs are based on unsorted first-

unsorted first-order logic. The translation need not preser
preserve satisfiability.

which are mutually inconsistent, as the first implies that th

4 Spass is an exception, as it can accept many-sorted first-or



That approach, first introduced by Wang in 1952 [

would be universally quantified in any sen-

fied upfront in the translated

joined to existential quantifications over a polymorphic so
universal quantifications.

However, this approach would have the drawback of significan



ATPs by turning on a settings flag, . This flag is off by default. Accord-

However, if we turn the flag on, then each chaining step will be



defines a method named
is introduced, Athena automatically defines a method

is introduced, Athena automatically defines



is a universally quantified sentence over

schema automatically extracted from the definition of

re difficult the job of the ATP

us a much finer degree of

defined every time a datatype or structure
is binary. The first argument is again the desired goal, a

universally quantified sentence of the form (

constructors to unary prover methods. Let’s start with the fi



Even greater flexibility is afforded by the second alternati

Using these sort-specific automated-induction methods as a
defines a couple of more generic automated-induction method

. The first is unary, whose
second is binary, whose first

The first obvious difference of these two methods from the met
prefix needed, that is, it is not necessary to write

). Another significant difference is that the goal given to

sally quantified, but there may be several universal quantifi

and the very first one,

as long as some inner quantifier
that case Athena will pull that quantifier upfront (by swappi

niversal quantifiers ranging

. The first form,



Satisfiability-modulo-theories (SMT) [
seen as a generalization of classic propositional satisfiab
solver accepts as input a quantifier-free sentence with vari

The satisfiability of an input sentence

fectly satisfiable sentence when regarded as an uninterpreted sentence of first-order logic, it
is clearly unsatisfiable when viewed specifically in the cont

is satisfiable, but if it is, they will also

Satisfiability Modulo Theories: Introduction and Applicat
solving specifically in connection with Athena can be found i

The first argument is either a single sentence or a list of sent

specifies which SMT solver to use. Current pos-

produced by the solver when the input constraints are satisfi



for the given constraints. Specifically, the hash

former case, the model produced as evidence of satisfiabilit
table that was specified in the call to

is determined to be satisfiable,

A simpler interface is available whenwe are confident that th





satisfia-
bility. If the negation is unsatisfiable,

re verification. For instance, we

n be posed as a satisfiability

]. The first circuit stores its result in latch



a to fluidly



We define a convenient shorthand
defined by a low and a high endpoint, which are here placed

sily define as follows:





e actual definition of
which was a universally quantified sentence. While that migh

h quantifiers, it is generally
not recommended to have any quantified formulas in the SMT inp

all quantified sentences to a depth dictated by the size of the

case we do not in fact need the general definition of



well-studied generalization of satisfiability that allows for the solution of difficult optimiza-

it seeks to maximize the number of satisfied clauses. A more pr

is to find an interpretation that maximizes (or equivalently
the satisfied clauses. Max-SAT has a very large number of prac

is an Athena sentence (quantifier-less)

“infinite” token, , indicating a hard constraint that must be satisfied no matte

but Athena efficiently implements an integer optimizer on to

can attain. Specifically, let

first try to satisfy

is satisfied, provided that the original constraint is satisfiable for



like to find values for them that come

as follows. First we define the objective-function term

with the individual difference terms defined as follows:

Thus, the “definition” of

from 13. The definitions of the other two difference terms are



to speed up the search. That often results in significant shor


